
 

Envelope 4031 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 4031: Unparalleled power! 

Under normal circumstances, the power of a magic treasure would be greatly reduced after killing an 

enemy or after a battle. 

However, at this moment, after killing ning Changfeng, the power of the Saint devouring Dao axe was 

still more than ninety percent. 

Without a doubt, this terrifying power had brought great mental pressure to the remaining people of 

the ning family. 

Whoosh … Boom … Boom … 

All of a sudden, with ning Ziyan as the leader, all the peak true sages of the ning clan stood at the 

forefront. They activated all their Saint origin power and took out their most powerful treasures! 

This meant that the power of 10 peak true saints and 10 peak Saint weapons was extremely terrifying! 

At the same time, more than 20 true sages from one-star to eight-star used all their Saint Origin Energy 

and their most powerful spiritual treasures! 

“Oh my God … This … What should we do …” 

Zhao Helong sucked in a breath of cold air. He was so scared that he almost peed his pants. 

Although Chen Xiaobei could easily kill ning Changfeng with the Saint devouring Dao axe, he was facing 

the combined attack of twenty opponents of the same level and more than forty true divines! 

From Zhao Helong’s point of view, unless Chen Xiaobei revealed a new trump card, he would not stand a 

chance of winning. 

It was not that Zhao Helong did not trust Chen Xiaobei, nor did he think that Chen Xiaobei was not 

strong enough. 

Instead, it was because the difference in numbers between the two sides had reached a completely 

unequal level. 

Even though Chen Xiaobei was strong and the Saint devouring axe was terrifying, it was impossible for 

them to defeat so many opponents and magical treasures of the same level! Furthermore, there were 

also some low-level true saints attacking at the same time! 

Throughout history, not only Zhao Helong, but even the people of the ning family had never seen such a 

case of winning with numbers. 

It was unprecedented and unheard of! 

There was no suspense at all! 

“You little brat! Did you see that? This was the power of a family! This is the foundation of our ning clan! 

You’re all alone, no matter how strong you are, it’s all in vain! Hahaha …” 
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Ning Ziyan laughed out loud when he saw that the nings were strong enough to crush Chen Xiaobei. 

At the same time, the remaining members of the ning family also revealed confident smiles. 

Although ning Changfeng’s primordial spirit was severely injured, it was also extremely excited at this 

moment.”Little bastard! You don’t have a Saint King level trump card, yet you still dare to be so 

arrogant. You deserve to die without a proper burial!” 

“Clang! Beng!” 

However, while the nings were laughing and mocking him, Chen Xiaobei did not say a word. He was too 

lazy to even say a word! 

That was because facts spoke louder than words! 

With a crisp sound, ning Ziyan’s pinnacle Saint weapon, the Windfire battle spear, was cut in half the 

moment it touched the Saint devouring Dao Axe’s power! 

The battle spear broke and shattered, and its power spread for a thousand miles! 

” how … How is this possible?! ” 

“They’re both peak Saint artifacts! That battle axe actually broke the flame Emperor’s wind-fire turbid 

heavenly spear in an instant!” 

“Oh my God … This … This is too scary …” 

In an instant, Zhao Helong and the rest of the people present were all dumbfounded. They sucked in a 

breath of cold air, and their three views were completely subverted. 

However, this was only the beginning. 

After breaking the spear, the Saint devouring Dao axe continued its downward momentum. 

Clang! Clang! Clang! Clang! Clang! 

“Mother …!… Am I hallucinating? This … This is impossible … Absolutely impossible … Completely 

impossible!” 

Everyone at the scene started screaming. 

The fact that the pan Sheng Dao devouring axe had broken the heavenly spear of Wind and Fire was 

enough to shock them. 

At this moment, the Saint devouring Dao axe had destroyed nine more Saint artifacts as if it was cutting 

vegetables! 

This terrifying scene caused a hundred thousand times more damage to the hearts of everyone present. 

They felt like they were in a dream and it was not real at all. 

“Shua shua … Shua shua …” 

However, it was not over yet. 



 

After crushing the ten peak-level Saint weapons, the power of the Saint devouring axe continued to 

crush and slaughter the people of the ning clan. 

At this moment, the Saint devouring Dao axe was only left with about fifty percent of its power. 

Logically speaking, in a battle of the same level, if one party only had 50% of their strength left, it would 

be impossible for them to defeat the other party. 

However, the power of the Saint devouring Dao axe had long exceeded the scope of common sense. 

Even if he only had 50% of his strength left, he could still crush those of the same level! 

“PU … Chi … Cha …” 

The Saint origin power of the nings was easily cut through, and then their bodies were split like 

firewood. 

In just a short while, the 10 peak true saints of the ning clan had all lost their physical bodies and ended 

up like ning Changfeng. All that was left was a severely injured primordial spirit. 

” my God … This … This is too scary … Is … Is this still true sage power … ” 

Seeing the scene before him, Zhao Helong was already trembling. 

His pupils shrank, his eyes trembled, his scalp went numb, and he broke out in a cold sweat. 

He had thought that Chen Xiaobei would lose, but not only did Chen Xiaobei not lose, he even managed 

to win an impossible battle with an overwhelming advantage! 

Right! 

Chen Xiaobei had won! 

Although there were still more than 20 enemies and more than 20 Saint weapons left! 

Although the power of the Saint devouring Dao axe had been reduced to less than ten percent of its 

original power! 

However, the rest of the enemies and Saint artifacts were all far from the Saint devouring axe! 

Saint Pan’s Dao-engulfing axe could slaughter his opponents of the same level as easily as slaughtering 

pigs and dogs, let alone a lower level opponent. Even if his power was less than ten percent, he would 

still be able to win! 

” spare me … Spare me … No… Don’t kill me … ” 

Amidst the shrill screams and begging for mercy, the pan Sheng Dao-devouring axe destroyed 

everything it saw! 

In an instant, the Saint weapons of more than twenty people were all destroyed, and their bodies and 

souls were destroyed. Only their severely injured primordial spirits were left. 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei was being merciful by keeping their primordial spirits. 



 

Otherwise, their primordial spirits would have long been obliterated without leaving even a trace. 

“It’s … It’s too terrifying … Bro bei’s Saint axe … It’s no longer invincible … It’s one realm higher than him 

and can fight with a half-step Saint King! You might even win!” 

When the battle was over, Zhao Helong’s worldview was shattered. He looked at Chen Xiaobei as if he 

was looking at a bottomless black hole. No matter how hard he racked his brain, he could not figure out 

how strong Chen Xiaobei was! 

At the same time. 

Someone had already informed the Emperor of the ning clan, ning Tiancheng, who was in the southern 

region! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 4032: Shattering the void with a step! 

The heavenly Saint realm used a communication rune. 

With runes, as long as they established a communication link, they could send messages to each other 

with a thought. 

At this moment, the huge commotion near the three saints Palace had already alarmed the entire holy 

city. 

Without any suspense, there was an explosion of letters from ning Tiancheng’s side. 

One had to know that the biggest difference between a true Saint and a Saint King was … 

A Holy King could shatter the void! 

The void was illusory, and the void was space. Breaking the void was breaking the boundary of the 

illusory and breaking free from the restraints of space! 

Simply put, it ignored the laws of space! 

” boom boom boom … Boom boom boom … ” 

In the blink of an eye, a huge green-gold sun appeared in the dark night sky! 

“Emperor Tian Sheng! It’s Emperor Tian Sheng!” 

Zhao Helong screamed as his face turned deathly pale. His pupils were as sharp as needles. He was so 

terrified that his heart almost stopped beating! 

“How … How did he get here so quickly?” Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows in surprise. 

“Shatter the void! It ignored the laws of space! Even if you’re a trillion kilometers away, you can return 

in a single step!” Zhao Helong’s entire body trembled, and his face and lips turned pale. 

“Shattering the void? One step back? Why didn’t you say so earlier?” 

Chen Xiaobei did not expect this to happen. 
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” I … I thought you’d leave after you’ve emptied your Holy Meridian. I didn’t expect you to start a war 

with the nings … ” 

Zhao Helong swallowed his saliva and quickly explained, ” ” I thought you would lose, so I didn’t say 

anything. I didn’t expect you to beat the nings … ” 

Obviously, Zhao Helong knew that ning Tiancheng could shatter the void and return in one step. 

Zhao Helong did not tell Chen Xiaobei in advance because he thought that Chen Xiaobei would lose to 

the nings. 

If Chen Xiaobei lost, ning Tiancheng would not have returned. 

However, he did not expect Chen to win. 

So, Zhao Helong did not expect ning Tiancheng’s return and did not have time to tell Chen Xiaobei. 

This explanation was reasonable. 

However, one should not forget that Zhao Helong was not 100% loyal to Chen Xiaobei. 

Therefore, Zhao Helong was probably hiding something at this moment! That was to deliberately not tell 

Chen Xiaobei and watch Chen Xiaobei die so that he, Zhao Helong, could regain his freedom! 

“Trash! What’s the use of keeping you!” 

Chen Xiaobei activated the red karmic fire Lotus’s blood spring ability! 

“Whoosh …” 

In the next instant, a terrifying might exploded within Zhao Helong’s body, directly crushing his 

primordial spirit. 

“Bang!” 

Then, Zhao Helong fell to the ground. He was already a corpse. 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei had lost his trust in Zhao Helong. 

One had to know that Zhao Helong was a very smart person. With his brain, it was impossible for him 

not to think that ning Tiancheng had broken through the void and returned in one step! 

For Zhao Helong to not mention such an important matter in advance, what else could it be other than 

harboring evil intentions? 

Chen Xiaobei had heard of the story of the farmer and the snake when he was three years old. 

Chen Xiaobei would never keep someone as scheming as Zhao Helong by his side. 

“Shua shua … Shua shua …” 

Chen Xiaobei then released his celestial core power and captured the primordial spirits of all the nings. 

“Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh …” 



 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei took out the five divine lotuses and prepared to return to the heavenly 

way world. 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei was still far from being able to fight against ning Tiancheng. 

He would take today’s battle as interest. Next time, when he returned to the heavenly Saint land, he 

would slowly play with the ning family. 

Due to time constraints, Chen Xiaobei could not search every enemy’s dimensional space. 

“Chi …” 

The five divine lotuses gave off a special light at the same time, and a chaotic Green Lotus Dharma 

appeared. 

The chaos Green Lotus Dharma form then opened a green space gate. 

“Don’t you dare leave, thief!” 

At this moment, an extremely domineering figure with boiling killing intent charged out of the green-

gold sun in the sky. 

Obviously, that was ning Tiancheng! 

His speed was unbelievably fast. It looked like he was teleporting, and he arrived in front of them in an 

instant. 

“Ling jiuxiao!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not even have the time to enter the portal. Instead, he used his penetrate the nine 

Heavens and dashed into the portal! 

The moment he flashed in, Chen Xiaobei regretted it! 

That was because it would take a certain amount of time for the spatial gate to close! 

With ning Tiancheng’s speed, he could definitely rush into the space gate before it closed! 

This was too much! 

With ning Tianya’s temperament of massacring cities at the drop of a hat, the entire heaven realm 

would probably be destroyed in a moment! 

However! 

The next moment, something magical happened! 

Someone as strong as ning Tiancheng, who had the ability of a Saint King to step through the void, was 

blocked outside the space gate, unable to enter at all! 

Even if he used his ability to shatter the void, he still couldn’t enter! 

” how … How is this possible?! ” 



 

Ning Tiancheng stood outside, watching the space door close. His whole face was twisted, like a fierce 

ghost. 

On the other hand, Chen Xiaobei had successfully returned to the heavenly realm. 

He returned to the creation Wood World as soon as possible. 

“Ning Tiancheng didn’t follow …” 

Chen Xiaobei was confused at first, but he quickly thought of an answer, ” ” I’m afraid only reincarnators 

of Pangu can pass through the space gate of the five Holy lotuses! ” 

“From this, it can be seen that the restriction on this space gate is definitely at the Saint King level or 

above! So, it’s not that ning Tiancheng didn’t want to come, but he didn’t have the ability to come!” 

“From this, we can see that shattering the void is not invincible! To ignore the law of space, the 

prerequisite is that the level of the law of space must be lower than ning Tiancheng’s cultivation level!” 

Chen Xiaobei did some simple calculations and finally felt a little more at ease. 

Soon after. 

Chen Xiaobei released Zhen Yuan deity, gumoke, and Daoist Wen from the Sumeru dimension. 

Gu Moke was different from Zhao Helong. He was a straight man and did not have many tricks up his 

sleeves. Chen Xiaobei could keep him for now. He might be of some use when he met with Chen Xiaobei 

in the Holy Land. 

As for the Zhen Yuan immortal, he naturally stayed in the jianmu world and joined the bei Xuan clan. 

After all, Grand deity Zhen Yuan had already revealed the secret of the heavenly Dao by giving Chen 

Xiaobei the embryo membrane of heaven and earth. 

If the Grand deity Zhen Yuan left the jianmu world, he might be in danger at any time. 

After settling down, Chen Xiaobei immediately went to find Grand deity Zhen Yuan. He had a question 

that he had to ask. 

“Zhen Yuan immortal! I have something to ask you!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Just say it. As long as I know it, I won’t hold anything back from you!” The Zhen Yuan immortal said. 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and asked seriously, ” “The embryo membrane of the heaven and 

earth is extremely important! Why didn’t the heavenly Dao keep it for itself, but instead handed it to 

you? This is really unreasonable!” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 4033: Entering the embryo membrane of heaven and earth 

Chen Xiaobei was about to challenge Taishang Laojun. 

He had to make all the necessary preparations before he set off. 

The most important thing was to figure out all the Trump cards that could be used and prepare them. 
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As for the heaven Earth membrane, it was a magical treasure used by the heavenly Dao to create a 

special world. Regardless of its level or special ability, it was definitely an extraordinary existence. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei wanted to use the heaven and earth fetal membrane. 

However, before he used it, he had to figure out some suspicious points. 

After all, the heaven Earth embryo membrane belonged to the heavenly Dao and the sky burial Yuan 

sacred clan. 

Chen Xiaobei did not dare to use it unless he knew where to sell the Dragon. 

“Speaking of the embryo membrane of the heaven and earth, I naturally have to first talk about the 

book of Luo and the river diagram!” 

“Pangu created all living beings, and some extremely powerful Holy artifacts were born!” Immortal 

Zhenyuan explained. 

“For example, the Four Seasons of Immortals are the accompanying holy weapons of luohou! When 

Rahu was born, the four celestial slaying swords were right beside him!” 

” Avici and yuantu are Minghe’s half-living holy weapons. When Minghe was born in the blood sea, he 

held these two holy weapons! ” 

“There are many similar companion sacred artifacts! And these half-living holy weapons were originally 

in the hands of the living beings born from Pangu, completely out of their control!” 

The Zhen Yuan immortal paused and frowned.”I didn’t know the nature of the heavenly Dao at first! 

After you told me the truth, I was sure that the heavenly Dao was used to suppress these half-living holy 

weapons of Pangu creatures! That’s why I created a series of heavenly Dao Saint artifacts!” 

” among them are the Pangu flag, which is made from the largest piece of the Pangu axe, the Taiji 

diagram, which is formed by the combination of the connate Eight Trigrams and the Pangu Celestial 

Spirit, and the five ultimate treasures of virtue, which are made from the flowers, leaves, roots, and soil 

of the chaotic Green Lotus, and so on … ” 

“There’s a pattern to all these magical equipment, which is that they’re all created from things in the 

New World! In other words, the heavenly Dao couldn’t send Saint artifacts from the outside world into 

this new world! He even used the broken piece of the Pangu axe, which belonged to his nemesis, 

Pangu!” 

” it was precisely because of this restriction that the heavenly Dao used the embryo membrane of the 

heaven and earth to create the book of Luo and the river diagram in order to create more Saint 

weapons! ” 

“In the beginning, the book of Luo and the river diagram was in the hands of the eastern Emperor Taiyi! 

The reason why the way of heaven gave the river and book of Luo to the eastern Emperor Taiyi is 

obvious. It is to suppress the twelve ancestors of sorcery formed by Pangu’s blood essence!” 

“After that, the heavenly Dao discovered that Eastern Emperor Taiyi was not a hundred percent loyal. It 

then secretly arranged for the kun Peng to betray him and steal the river diagram and book of Luo, 



 

which would then lead to the destruction of the he Luo origin formation! The heavenly court of the 

demon race and the Wu tribe have both perished!” 

“After that, Hongjun found me and asked me to snatch the river map of the Luo River from the hands of 

Kunpeng! The reason was that the kun Peng betrayed his tribesmen and directly caused the death of 

countless people of the Sorcerer and demon tribes. He was guilty and was not worthy of the book of Luo 

and the river diagram!” 

“At that time, I still believed in the heavenly Dao. Naturally, I did not have any doubts and took back the 

book of Luo and the river diagram! After it recognized me as its master, I discovered the secret of the 

heaven Earth fetal membrane!” 

The immortal Zhenyuan frowned and said, ” Hongjun saw that I was a devout believer. He didn’t hide 

anything from me. He told me everything. ” He also wanted me to swear to keep it a secret and protect 

the book of Luo and the river diagram!” 

“Out of my devotion to my faith, I stopped interfering with the affairs of the world from then on. I didn’t 

get involved in karma, I didn’t form alliances with anyone, and I didn’t make enemies! It’s because I’m 

worried that something might happen to the book of Luo and the river diagram!” 

“Who would have thought? My devotion and loyalty, in exchange for a complete lie! From the moment 

you told me the truth, my heart was completely cold!” 

At this point, Zhen Yuan immortal’s face was full of sadness, and his eyes were full of anger, unable to 

calm down for a long time. 

A lifetime of devotion and loyalty, in exchange for merciless deception! 

If it was anyone else, they would probably not be able to bear it! 

” hmm … I still don’t believe that the heavenly Dao would give you the heaven Earth embryo membrane 

so easily … ” 

” first of all, ” Chen Xiaobei analyzed, ” the river map of the book of Luo was created to suppress other 

accompanying divine weapons! If I give it to you, wouldn’t it lose its use?” 

“Secondly, the special ability of the natural fetal membrane is to create worlds! After trillions of years, 

the heavenly Dao did not continue to create worlds. Instead, it left the embryo membrane of heaven 

and earth with you. This is also unreasonable!” 

“Third, the heaven Earth embryo membrane is the core treasure of the sky burial Yuan sacred clan. It 

can even be said to be the foundation of the clan! Your loyalty and devotion are not a reason for the 

heavenly Dao to give you the embryo membrane of the world!” 

Chen Xiaobei was very calm. 

After the three points were pointed out, the Zhen Yuan immortal’s explanation was full of loopholes and 

couldn’t explain the problem. 

“Luck! Fate energy!” 



 

Of course, the Zhen Yuan immortal was also a very smart person, and he quickly guessed the real 

reason. ” the real reason why the heavenly Dao gave me the embryo membrane of heaven and earth 

was to absorb my fate energy and destiny! ” 

“In these trillion years, I’ve not been affected by karma, nor have I created any grudges! Logically 

speaking, there should be no disasters and tribulations, and everything should be smooth-sailing!” 

“However, Hongyun’s scheme and the Tribulation in the heavenly Saint realm almost took my life twice! 

It’s obvious that the luck and fate energy that I’ve accumulated over billions of years have all been 

swallowed by the embryo membrane of the heaven and earth!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up. 

This was clearly the real reason. 

The reason why the way of heaven gave the embryo membrane of heaven and earth to immortal Zhen 

Yuan and didn’t retrieve it for billions of years was to devour immortal Zhen Yuan’s luck and fate. 

“If that’s the case, I can truly be at ease!” 

Chen Xiaobei had finally figured out his trump card, the heaven Earth membrane. 

This was not a trap set by the heavenly Dao, but a long line laid out by the heavenly Dao, a chess piece 

that was extremely deep and long. 

And now, the natural fetal membrane had recognized Chen Xiaobei as its master. 

The long line and the chess piece of the heavenly axiom were now in Chen Xiaobei’s hands. 

“Before I set off to challenge the Grand Supreme elderly Lord, I’ll study the heaven Earth fetal 

membrane! At that time, we’ll have one more trump card and be safer!” 

It was clear that Chen Xiaobei had already won the battle with Taishang Laojun. 

But now that the fourth measureless cataclysm had begun, Chen Xiaobei had prepared more cards in 

case of any unexpected changes. 

For example, other sages of the way of heaven and even Hongjun appeared in the battle with the 

Taishang Laojun. 

Don’t forget! 

Holy Kings had the ability to shatter the void! 

“Whoosh …” 

With a thought from Chen Xiaobei, the translucent ball of light in the heaven and earth embryo 

membrane opened a door of light. 

Chen Xiaobei and Grand deity Zhen Yuan looked at each other and walked in together. 

Chen Xiaobei had only wanted to see if the interior of the membrane was safe, how many things could it 

hold, and how he could create a world. 



 

However! 

Chen Xiaobei and the Grand deity Zhen Yuan were stunned the moment they entered the room. 

As the space changed, a scene that they had never dreamed of appeared before their eyes! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 4034: A super new world! 

This was a whole new world! 

The scenery was like a painting, the spiritual Qi was abundant, the climate was mild, and the 

environment was excellent! 

The main point was that the scale of this new world far exceeded the heaven realm of the heavenly Dao 

world! 

Judging from the environment and spiritual energy, it was even more advanced than the heaven realm! 

” how … How is this possible?! ” 

Chen Xiaobei and Grand deity Zhen Yuan were shocked by what they saw. 

” could it be that the heavenly Dao has been secretly creating this new world in the past trillion years? ” 

The Zhen Yuan immortal’s pupils shrank, his eyes trembled, and he couldn’t help swallowing. 

“There’s another possibility!” 

” I don’t know! ” Chen Xiaobei said, ” the heaven and earth embryo membrane does not need the 

heavenly axiom to personally create a new world! He only needed to absorb enough energy! To absorb 

sufficient fate energy and fate energy! In addition, I might need to absorb some other things …” 

“It’s like a fetus in the mother’s womb. As long as it continuously absorbs nutrients, it will be able to 

form on its own! It’s growing strong and healthy!” 

Hearing this, the Zhen Yuan immortal nodded heavily. ” “That’s right! Your analysis is more reasonable!” 

” I finally understand why the heavenly Dao world can only accommodate seven true sages after billions 

of years! ” Chen Xiaobei was quick-witted and immediately thought of a deeper layer. 

One had to know that there had only been seven heavenly path sages in the heavenly Dao world. 

Dao ancestor Hongjun! The Grand Supreme elderly Lord! Heavenly Lord Yuanshi! Prime of Tongtian! 

Daoist jieyin! It was Taoist Cundi! Mother Nuwa! 

Logically speaking, the more heavenly path sages there were, the more energy the heavenly path could 

absorb! 

However, the number of heavenly path sages had never increased! 

This proved that in the past trillion years, the heavenly Dao world had not been upgraded, and the 

cultivation of the heavenly Dao had not improved! 

Then, where did the energy absorbed by the heavenly Dao go in the past billions of years? 
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That’s right! 

All the energy was absorbed by the embryo membrane of heaven and earth! 

Its function was to give birth to a whole new world! 

“I’m certain that this new world will be able to accommodate even more heavenly path sages. This will 

allow the strength of the heavenly path to advance by a level! Therefore, in the past trillion years, the 

heavenly Dao had created this new world at all costs!” 

“The heavenly axiom has spent all its energy on this new world!” Chen Xiaobei exclaimed. My strength 

didn’t increase, the level of the heavenly Dao world didn’t increase, and the number of heavenly path 

sages didn’t increase either!” 

” in other words, the wielder of the will’s strength should not be much different from when he fought 

the ancestral Saint Pangu! ” 

This was a huge surprise for Chen Xiaobei. 

After all, if the wielder of the will continued to grow stronger over the past trillion years, he would 

definitely be much stronger than he was before. It would be much more difficult for Chen Xiaobei to 

defeat him. 

Now, Chen Xiaobei had surmised that the wielder of the will’s power was about the same as before. 

More importantly, the heavenly axiom had spent all its energy, effort, and energy to harvest the fruits of 

its labor for billions of years, and now, Chen Xiaobei had just picked them all! 

At this moment! 

Chen Xiaobei was overjoyed. He really wanted to see the expression on the heavenly axiom’s face when 

it found out about this! 

Chen Xiaobei felt so good when he thought about Tiandao’s twisted face and how angry he was! 

“Looking at the current situation, I have a bold idea …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s mind was quick, and he had already thought of something even further. ” ” if I move the 

entire heavenly Dao world into the embryo membrane of heaven and earth, will I complete a major 

upgrade of the world? ” 

” this … ” hearing this, the Zhen Yuan immortal was dumbfounded.”Is … Is that even possible?” 

“Of course it’s possible!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, ” Energy that could last billions of years! Why didn’t the 

heavenly Dao use it to upgrade the heavenly Dao world? And to create a new world? Isn’t this giving up 

the easy to pursue the difficult?” 

” yes … ” Zhen Yuan immortal frowned. ” I’m also puzzled. Upgrading an existing world should be easier 

and more time-saving than creating a new world! ” 



 

” if I’m not wrong, the reason why the great Dao of heaven seeks the difficult way is that the real name 

of this world should be Pangu world! ” Chen Xiaobei said. 

” Pangu … Pangu great world?! ” Hearing this, the Zhen Yuan immortal was even more shocked. 

“During the pinnacle of battle all those years ago, the ancestral Saint Pangu died in battle! However, he 

created the world and used his body to create the primeval world. His qi and blood gave birth to 

thousands of creatures!” 

” more importantly, the core law of this world should also be set by the Holy ancestor Pangu! ” Chen 

Xiaobei said. The heavenly Dao can not be completely changed!” 

“For example, the heavenly Dao can’t casually send Saint weapons and true saints into this world! 

Another example was that a Holy King could not shatter the void in this great world! Another example 

would be those with the five core imprints, and even the heavenly Dao can’t be deduced!” 

“Reasonable! It makes sense!” Hearing this, the Zhen Yuan immortal was enlightened. ” it’s exactly 

because of the restrictions on the heavenly Dao that he had to create a new world that was completely 

under his control! ” 

“That’s right!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded. 

” the plan of the heavenly Dao is to transfer all the living beings from Pangu great world here after the 

New World is created! ” 

“Then, the heavenly axiom will be able to do whatever it wants!” It could even turn the world back into 

chaos and uncivilized, causing living beings to lose their consciousness and civilization again! Everything 

will return to how it was before the creation of the world!” 

“Right! It must be like this!” Grand deity Zhen Yuan completely agreed with Chen Xiaobei. 

” that’s right! ” Chen Xiaobei nodded. ” so, since the heavenly axiom can transfer living beings from 

Pangu world into the new world, I can also transfer other things here! For example, all the worlds in 

Pangu world! Or a core law!” 

As long as he could put things in the New World, Chen Xiaobei’s plan would have a chance to come true. 

Pangu world and the new World could at least create a situation where one plus one equals two. It 

would evolve into a higher level, larger world that could accommodate more true sages! 

By then, the energy that Chen Xiaobei could obtain would exceed the current limit of the heavenly 

axiom! 

If Chen Xiaobei could have the same strength as the wielder of the will, or have the same level of trump 

cards, and with this new world, he could defeat the wielder of the will!” 

“My idea is completely possible. The only restriction is energy!”  that’s impossible!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” 

the energy required to move Pangu world is even higher than that of a Holy King!  
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Chapter 4035: Battle in the ancient Barrens! 

Clearly, Chen Xiaobei’s current cultivation level was not very high. Therefore, the energy of a Holy King 

was an astronomical figure. 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei had the Fuxi’s Eight Trigrams Dragon trapping Pagoda. Theoretically, as long as he 

had enough time, he could open up all the thousand-story levels of the pagoda! With the energy and 

resources that Fuxi had accumulated for billions of years, he could probably reach the Saint King level! 

If it was true, then Chen Xiaobei would be able to realize his vision and create a whole new, more 

advanced, and super new world! 

Of course, that was not the reason why Chen Xiaobei entered the heaven and earth fetal membrane. 

It was just that he had suddenly seen a new world, so his thoughts had been scattered to a very far 

place. 

Chen Xiaobei’s real intention was to check out the heaven and earth membrane’s strength. 

” now, I can basically confirm that the level of the heaven Earth embryo membrane is definitely not 

lower than the level of a Saint King. It might even be above the level of a Saint King and reach the level 

of heavenly Lord Chaos, which is the same level as the heavenly Dao! ” 

” according to my observation, the heaven and earth fetal membrane has no offensive power. Other 

than the ability to create a new world, it doesn’t have any special abilities. However, the heaven and 

earth fetal membrane has extremely strong defense! Blocking the power of a Saint King will be a piece 

of cake!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s speculation was correct. 

The defensive power of the heaven Earth membrane was extremely strong. 

Back then, Pangu’s plan was not just to break the chaos, but to break the embryo membrane of the 

world. 

However, Pangu had the same power as the great Dao of nature, and he was holding the Pangu axe, but 

he still failed to break the embryo membrane of heaven and earth! 

One could imagine that the defensive power of the heaven Earth membrane had definitely reached the 

level of heavenly venerate Primal Chaos! 

If the strength of the heavenly Dao did not improve, even the heavenly Dao could not penetrate the 

embryo membrane of the heaven and earth! 

” this way, Xiaobei, you have a super trump card that is absolutely invincible at this stage! ” The Zhen 

Yuan immortal said excitedly. 

“No!” 
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” no! ” Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, ” the heaven and earth fetal membrane is not invincible! 

That’s because the enemies and dangers I’ll face when I’m hiding in the natural fetal membrane will 

definitely be extremely powerful!” 

” in other words, after I hide inside, I can’t come out again. Otherwise, I’ll still die! ” 

“What’s more dangerous is that if the enemy has a way to cut off the spiritual connection between me 

and the embryo membrane of the heaven and earth, it can make the embryo membrane recognize a 

new master! At that time, the enemy will be able to enter the embryo membrane of heaven and earth 

to capture me, just like a turtle in a jar!” 

Before the wise man considers victory, he considers defeat first! 

Chen Xiaobei did not think about how strong the membrane was. Instead, he thought about the effect 

of the membrane when he was in a desperate situation! 

Obviously, if they really had to hide in the heaven and earth fetal membrane, they would basically die! 

“Of course, it doesn’t mean that the heaven Earth membrane is completely useless!” 

“At least it can protect the people inside the barrier!” Chen Xiaobei said. My parents, my brothers, my 

women, my disciples, my subjects, all of them will be 100% safe! Even if I die in battle one day, I can hide 

them in a safe place and live without worry for the rest of my life!” 

“I feel that … The function of the heaven Earth membrane is not limited to this!” The Zhen Yuan 

immortal said. 

“Why do you say so?” Chen Xiaobei was confused. 

” well … I can’t explain it … ” Zhen Yuan immortal said embarrassedly, ” ” it’s probably because I’ve been 

in contact with the river map of the book of Luo for a long time. I can vaguely feel that the embryo 

membrane of the heaven and earth has other special abilities, but I can’t be sure! ” 

“Hmm, we’ll see!” ” of course! ” Chen Xiaobei said, ” if he really has other special abilities, that would be 

for the best! ” 

Soon after. 

Chen Xiaobei and the Grand deity Zhen Yuan left the embryo membrane. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei called for Fu Tian Xin ‘er and opened the portal to heaven. 

Chen Xiaobei did not leave the room. Instead, he took out his communication jade talisman. 

[ heavenly Lord Yuanshi has sent you 18 messages! ] 

As soon as he connected to the Three Realms divine network, Chen Xiaobei received a lot of 

information. 

These messages had been sent intermittently over the past few days. 

The content of the messages was exactly the same. They all said that the heavenly axiom wanted to 

execute the prime of Tongtian and asked Chen Xiaobei to do as he pleased. 



 

“Xiaobei, why are you frowning for a moment and then smiling the next?” 

Lady Nuwa and Futian Xin ‘er were once heavenly path Saints. They were very observant and noticed 

the change in Chen Xiaobei’s expression. 

” the primordial old thief said that the heavenly Dao wants to execute my master! ” Chen Xiaobei 

smiled. 

“What!” Mother Nuwa was taken aback and said anxiously, ” “If that’s the case, how can you still 

smile?” 

“If the old primordial thief had only sent me one message, I would have been so anxious that I would 

have rushed to save him! But he sent a total of 18 messages, and they weren’t even sent on the same 

day!” 

” this means that the heavenly axiom’s real purpose is to use my Sifu as a hostage to lure me into the 

trap! This way, as long as I don’t appear, he won’t kill my master!” 

” so that’s how it is … ” mother Nuwa was a smart person and immediately understood the key point. 

“Brother Xiaobei, what do you plan to do next?” Fu Tian Xin ‘er asked curiously. 

“I’m going to challenge the Grand Supreme elderly Lord first!” Chen Xiaobei smiled, not afraid of the 

heavenly Lord Yuanshi. He immediately contacted Taishang Laojun. 

“What? You want to challenge the elderly Lord?” “This isn’t a joke!” Mother Nuwa grew anxious again. 

No one below Hongjun can defeat the elderly Lord!” 

“Don’t worry! During the time I was away, I’ve already grasped a trump card that can guarantee my 

victory!” Chen Xiaobei smiled. 

” but … ” mother Nuwa said, ” “What if you attract other enemies during the battle? The heavenly Lord 

Yuanshi and Hongjun are waiting for you! I’m just waiting for you to show up!” 

“To tell you the truth, I’ve already formed a secret alliance with you!” ” he will cooperate with me! ” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled. ” we’ll fight in a place where the heavenly axiom can’t predict! ” 

” Xiaobei Gege, you’ve already formed an alliance. Why are you still fighting? ” Fu Tian Xin ‘er asked, 

puzzled. 

” the elderly Lord is cautious. He’s not sure if I can defeat the heavenly Dao. Therefore, this battle needs 

to be real and let the heavenly Dao see that the elderly Lord has indeed been defeated by me! ” 

“This way, the heavenly axiom will not suspect you!” Chen Xiaobei explained. After this, no matter who 

wins between me and the heavenly Dao, I will be able to keep my life!” 

“Old Lord is still the same!” Mother Nuwa smiled as if she had recalled something. 

[ ding! Taishang Laojun has sent you a message! ] 

Taishang Laojun, Xiaobei! Are you sure you can defeat me? 

Chen Xiaobei: 



 

Taishang Laojun: We will meet in the ancient Barrens land in four hours! I’ll send you the location in 

advance, in case we can’t contact each other later! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 4036: Huge variable! 

The ancient Barrens land was a very special area. 

This was once the home of the Wu tribe in its heyday, and it was probably a special area after Pangu 

turned into the untainted land. 

In this area, even the heavenly Dao couldn’t calculate, and the three Realms immortal network couldn’t 

connect. 

Chen Xiaobei and the Grand Supreme elderly Lord were fighting in the ancient Barrens, and the 

heavenly axiom could not pinpoint their exact location. 

By the time Hongjun arrived, the battle had already ended. 

After everything was settled. 

Chen Xiaobei received Taishang Laojun’s location. 

However, the better it was, the more time Chen Xiaobei still had to plan and plan! 

It was almost time. 

Taishang Laojun left on time, from his own thirty-third layer of Red Heaven, to the agreed place. 

And at this moment! 

Outside the 33rd layer of Red Heaven, a figure appeared in a flash! 

It was an extremely beautiful woman. However, her eyes flickered with a cunning and ruthless light! 

That’s right! 

This woman was Xia Yilian! 

Xia Yilian took out her communication jade talisman and immediately contacted Hongjun! 

Xia Yilian, master! Senior brother Laojun had suddenly left Dachi heaven! 

Hongjun,”it’s such a small matter. Why do you have to repay me?” 

Xia Yilian,”this is not a small matter!” I remember you told me that senior brother Jun never fights, 

never snatches, and never schemes! After the start of the fourth measureless cataclysm, he had been in 

closed-door training in dachitian! 

Xia Yilian, master, please think carefully! A person who had never moved suddenly moved! There must 

be a big reason for this! 

Hongjun,”yes!” What you said makes sense! Hurry up and catch up! 

Xia Yilian,”I … I’m afraid I can’t catch up to senior brother old Jun with my speed …” 
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Hongjun said, ” I told you to become a saint as soon as possible, but you refused to do so. Now you 

know your cultivation is not enough. ” 

Xia Yilian,”disciple’s Dao heart is unstable, I don’t dare to easily become a saint … But now …” 

Hongjun said, ” come back. I’ll ask Yuan Shi to go after him. ” 

Xia Yilian,”yes!” 

After she replied to the last message, Xia Yilian immediately contacted Chen Xiaobei. 

Xia Yilian-Chen Xiaobei! I’ve already disclosed the news to Hongjun as you said! When will you give me 

the primordial violet vapor you promised me? 

Obviously, the reason why Xia Yilian was unwilling to become a saint was because she was always 

thinking about the primordial violet vapor! 

Xia Yilian’s ambition was unimaginably great. She was not even willing to bow down to the heavenly 

Dao. 

Therefore, she had to use the Hong Meng immortal Qi to become a saint. Only then would she be free 

from the control of the heavenly Dao and hold her fate in her own hands. 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not have any primordial violet vapor in his hand. 

Xia Yilian, do you think I’m a three-year-old? So easy to deceive? 

Chen Xiaobei: ” that’s how it is. I can’t do anything if you don’t believe me! ” Hurry up and tell me, what 

did Hongjun do? 

Xia Yilian,”if you don’t give me the primordial violet vapor, I will never tell you!” 

Chen Xiaobei: 

Xia Yilian,”a person must keep his integrity!” We’ve made an agreement just now. If I work for you, 

you’ll give me the primordial violet vapor! 

Integrity? 

You, Xia Yilian, still have the face to talk about integrity? 

Chen Xiaobei was amused by Xia Yilian’s shamelessness. 

How did this woman get to where she was today? Didn’t he just rely on his treachery and 

shamelessness? 

It was all because she needed Chen Xiaobei’s help, or else she would have set him up! 

Moreover, he was definitely scheming to the death! 

She actually had the nerve to say that she was honest. Chen Xiaobei was really a little drunk! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” listen up! I’ll give you two choices now. One, trust me. I’ll give you the Hong Meng 

immortal Qi when I’m done! ” Two, our Alliance is over, and you won’t get anything! I’ll do as I see fit! 



 

Xia Yilian, you … You’re ruthless! Hongjun said that honored Lord of the origin should go after Taishang 

Laojun! 

Chen Xiaobei: Just wait for my news! 

“Chen Xiaobei! What do you think I, Xia Yilian, am? Do you think I’m your slave?” 

Xia Yilian’s beautiful face was completely distorted. She gritted her teeth and looked as ferocious as a 

demon. 

It was obvious that her nature had never changed. 

This was enough to prove that she would never be Chen Xiaobei’s true friend. 

After a short silence. 

Xia Yilian used the communication jade talisman to contact Hongjun again. 

Xia Yilian,”master, I think you should personally make a trip to this matter!” 

Hongjun,”why?” 

Xia Yilian: ” because I think this has something to do with Chen Xiaobei! ” 

Hongjun,”what?” Why do you say that? 

Xia Yilian,”I don’t have any evidence, it’s just my intuition!” Because I really can’t think of anything that 

would trouble senior brother Jun! 

Hongjun said, ” I’m building the formation. You should know that I don’t have much time. I can’t leave at 

will! ” 

Xia Yilian,”with master’s speed, he can go back and forth in a moment. It won’t take long!” More 

importantly, if Chen Xiaobei was really there, there would be no need to set up the magical formation, 

right? 

Hongjun,”I don’t think it’s necessary!” If the Grand Supreme and the origin were to go together, even if 

Chen Xiaobei was there, he would still be dead! Why did he need to do more? 

Hongjun,”what?” Do you really think that Chen Xiaobei can defeat the Grand Supreme and the origin? 

What a joke! 

Obviously, Hongjun did not know anything about Chen Xiaobei’s trump card. They also did not know 

that Taishang Laojun had secretly come to an agreement with Chen Xiaobei. 

So, from Hongjun’s perspective, if Taishang Laojun and heavenly Lord Yuanshi were to fight together, 

Chen Xiaobei had no chance of winning. That was why Hongjun did not need to come. 

“Sifu is right … If Chen Xiaobei is really here, senior brother Laojun and senior brother Yuanshi would 

definitely be able to kill him!” 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei had never told Xia Yilian about his plan. 

Hence, Xia Yilian did not know about the Grand Supreme elderly Lord’s alliance with Chen Xiaobei. 



 

In this case, if Taishang Laojun and heavenly Lord Yuanshi joined forces, no one below Hongjun could 

win. 

Hongjun, [ let’s do this! ] Come back first! 

Xia Yilian, no! I still think that master should go personally! My intuition tells me that there will be a 

huge change in this matter! 

Obviously, Xia Yilian did not rely on her intuition, but her understanding of Chen Xiaobei! 

She knew that Chen Xiaobei was the mastermind behind all this! 

With Chen Xiaobei’s temper and methods, he would never do something meaningless! 

It was fine if he didn’t make a move, but once he did, the heavens and earth would tremble! 

That was why Xia Yilian insisted on getting Hongjun to come out. She wanted to ruin Chen Xiaobei’s 

plan! 

She wanted to let Chen Xiaobei know how important she was! Chen Xiaobei would never underestimate 

her again! He didn’t dare to brush her off anymore! She even wanted to take the initiative and make 

Chen Xiaobei listen to her! 

Hongjun,”forget it!” Since you insist! I’ll go take a look! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 4037: One-on-one with second Saint! 

Soon, Hongjun came down from the 36th layer of heaven. He brought Xia Yilian and went straight to the 

ancient Barrens land. 

The ancient Barrens. 

The location of the Grand Supreme elderly Lord’s battle was a huge desert with no signs of human 

habitation or even other living creatures. 

It was obvious that the Grand Supreme elderly Lord was merciful and did not want to hurt the innocent 

because of the war. He didn’t want to hurt even the flowers, grass, ants, and insects. 

In reality, every immeasurable catastrophe was a fight between the top and the bottom. 

The first tribulation of the dragon and the phoenix shook the world, causing countless deaths and 

injuries. The foundation of the untainted land was shaken! 

The Great Tribulation of the Sorcerer and demon tribes, the heavenly pillars were broken, and the sky 

was broken. If not for Nuwa’s mending of the sky, all life would have been exterminated! 

During the God deification ceremony, the untainted land collapsed and countless living beings died. 

Most of the living ones were homeless and had lost their families! 

Now, the fourth measureless cataclysm had erupted! The heavenly axiom had already given the order to 

kill Chen Xiaobei at all costs! Even Hongjun could take action! 
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It was conceivable that once the war started, all the realms would be in trouble! 

This was definitely not a tribulation for one person! It was a great Tribulation for an entire world! 

Furthermore, the heavenly Dao had spent trillions of years to create a new world within the embryo 

membrane of heaven and earth! 

Therefore, even if this world were to be completely destroyed by the immeasurable catastrophe, the 

heavenly Dao would not feel any heartache! 

In fact, destroying this world was one of the goals of the heavenly Dao! 

Kill Chen Xiaobei! A new world was opened! 

Only by achieving these two points could the fourth measureless cataclysm come to an end! 

Before that, no matter how many people died or how many lands were destroyed, the heavenly Dao 

would not care! 

Slaughter! Destruction! 

This was the essence of the immeasurable catastrophe! 

“Chen Xiaobei! You are indeed here!” 

Taishang Laojun secretly gave a look and began to show off his acting skills. 

Obviously, this old man didn’t fight or scheme on the surface, but in fact, he was more cunning than the 

ancestors of foxes! 

He had long noticed that the heavenly Lord Yuanshi was following him, but he could not reach Chen 

Xiaobei with his communication jade talisman. 

That was why he gave Chen Xiaobei a look to show off his acting skills, reminding him that there was a 

change in the situation! 

“I didn’t expect you to find this place!” 

Chen Xiaobei was not moved at all. After all, everything was within his calculations. 

“Speak! Are you going to kneel down and accept your death? Or do you want me to make a move and 

kill you?” 

Taishang Laojun’s acting skills were also very good. He glared at Chen Xiaobei and activated his Saint 

energy, as if he was going to crush Chen Xiaobei! 

“Senior brother, wait!” 

Just then, honored Lord of the origin rushed out from the dark and said righteously, ” “Chen Xiaobei and 

I have a deep enmity! Today, please allow me to kill him!” 

Even a blind man could see that the heavenly Lord Yuanshi was trying to take the credit! 



 

In response, the Grand Supreme elderly Lord only nodded slightly, with a posture of not fighting for 

anything, ” “Since Shidi is here, I’ll let you have Chen Xiaobei!” 

“Thank you for your help, senior brother!” 

The primeval Lord of heaven raised his eyebrows and his body burst out with a terrifying primordial 

chaos holy light. His Saint origin power gushed out like a river and covered the entire space. 

“Chen Xiaobei! Today is the day of your death!” 

The heavenly Lord of the origin shouted and struck out with his palm. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

In that instant, the sound of Tiger and leopard Thunder filled the sky. The terrifying Saint Qi turned into 

a long rainbow that swept across the sky and slammed into Chen Xiaobei. 

The heavenly Lord Yuanshi had used all his strength in this attack, but he did not use any magic treasure. 

After all, to heavenly Lord Yuanshi, Chen Xiaobei was only a half-step to Sage-to-be. Killing Chen Xiaobei 

would be like killing an ant. There was no need for him to use his magical treasure. 

However! 

The primeval Lord of heaven did not expect that everything was within Chen Xiaobei’s calculations! 

If Chen Xiaobei did not ask Xia Yilian to spread the news, he, the heavenly Lord Yuanshi, would not be 

here! 

In other words, the heavenly primogenitor had jumped into the trap that Chen Xiaobei had set up. Not 

only did he not realize it, but he also foolishly thought that he could kill Chen Xiaobei! 

“Swish!” 

A netherworld imprint appeared behind Chen Xiaobei’s head! 

The attack from the original sky had been completely absorbed, and Chen Xiaobei was not hurt at all! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

Then, a blood fountain burst out and pushed back toward the heavenly Lord Yuanshi. 

“What?” 

The heavenly Lord of the origin was shocked. 

However, the heavenly Lord Yuanshi was the most powerful Sage with the most comprehensive 

strength. He would not be defeated so easily! 

Don’t forget that the heavenly Lord of the origin had many powerful magical treasures! 

He had four peak Saint weapons! 

Among them, the Pangu flag was the number one Supreme treasure below the Dao ancestors! 



 

“Swish!” 

Facing the Hellfire blood spring, the heavenly Lord of the origin summoned the Pangu banner! 

The black and yellow flag suddenly moved as if the entire universe was shaking. Time and space were 

instantly cut off! 

“Whoosh …” 

In the blink of an eye, the Hellfire blood fountain was washed away and turned into ashes in the space! 

Even the netherworld Dao seal trembled violently, and the nine stars were almost broken! 

“What a powerful magic treasure!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were locked on the Pangu banner. 

The Pangu flag was forged by the heavenly Dao with the largest piece of the Pangu axe, and could be 

said to be the most powerful magical treasure in this great world! 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei could no longer hide his trump card. He took out the Saint devouring axe. 

“Chi …” 

As soon as the Saint devouring Dao axe appeared, the Pangu flag trembled intensely! 

” what … What’s going on?! ” 

The heavenly Lord of the origin was dumbfounded. This was the first time such a situation had occurred 

since he took control of the Pangu banner. 

“What an overbearing battle-ax!” 

The Grand Supreme elderly Lord’s brows were deeply locked, and he appeared extremely surprised. 

Taishang Laojun had already guessed that Chen Xiaobei’s trump card was this battle axe. 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei activated the power of the Saint devouring axe and swung it down at the primeval Lord of 

heaven! 

Chen Xiaobei was planning to kill two birds with one stone! 

While defeating the Grand Supreme elderly Lord, he could also kill the heavenly Lord Yuanshi! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

The power of the Saint devouring Dao axe was extremely terrifying! 

In an instant, the pupils of the heavenly Lord Yuanshi shrank and his heart beat wildly! They had not 

even exchanged blows, but an extremely strong sense of danger had already emerged! 



 

“Shua shua shua …” 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi didn’t dare to be careless. He used his trump cards one after another and exerted 

all his power. 

In an instant, the Pangu flag! The three treasure Jade Ruyi! The heavenly clouds! The eight trigrams 

purple straw Cape! The four peak Saint weapons all unleashed their strongest power! 

Every single one of these items was a peak Saint artifact! 

But! 

Honored Lord of the origin still felt uneasy and quickly shouted, ” “Senior brother! Quickly come and 

help me!” 

“Junior Brother, don’t panic! I’m coming!” 

At the same time, the Grand Supreme elderly Lord did not hesitate and directly used his strongest trump 

card! 

The Tai Chi diagram! The exquisite Pagoda of heaven and earth! 

Two of the world’s most powerful defensive treasures rushed out at the same time and protected the 

heavenly Lord Yuanshi! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 4038: Absolute Suppression! 

Taiji Diagram! Second only to the Pangu Banner! In this world, he was ranked second below the Saint 

King! Ranked first in defense! 

The Heaven and Earth Black Yellow Exquisite Pagoda was second only to the Eastern Emperor Bell. In 

this world, it was ranked fourth below Saint Kings, and its defense was ranked second! 

It was precisely because of these two Dharma treasures that Grand Supreme Elder could stand firmly in 

an invincible position without Hongjun coming out. No one could hurt him at all! 

And at this moment, since Grand Supreme Elder was acting, he had to act the whole way! 

Taking out his strongest trump card to protect Primordial Heaven Supreme was enough to prove that 

Grand Supreme Elder was still loyal to the Heavenly Dao! 

This was also Grand Supreme Elder’s final plan! 

No matter who won, Taishang Laojun would be able to survive! 

“Thank you, Senior Brother!” 

Honored Lord of the Origin heaved a sigh of relief when he saw the Taiji Diagram and the Heaven and 

Earth Black Yellow Exquisite Pagoda flying over at the same time. 

In Heavenly Lord of the Origin’s opinion, no one below the Saint King could break these two magic 

weapons. 
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That way, he would be invincible. With his strongest offensive Sacred Weapon, the Pangu Banner, and 

three other pinnacle Sacred Weapons, he could turn the tables and defeat Chen Xiaobei! 

“Can you do it” 

On the other side, Grand Supreme Elder could not help but frown. 

To be honest, Taishang Laojun had used a King’s Bomb in order to put on a show. He was not sure if 

Chen Xiaobei would be able to break through. 

Taishang Laojun was worried that he would harm Chen Xiaobei if he used too much force. 

However! 

In the next second, Primordial Heaven Supreme and Grand Supreme Elder were stunned. 

Crack! 

The sound of objects being torn apart erupted. The Pan Saint Dao-Devouring Axe suddenly slashed 

down, splitting the Pan Gu Axe in half from the middle! 

“This… How is this possible!” 

Seeing the scene in front of them, the hearts of the Heavenly Lord Lord and the Grand Supreme Lord 

were violently impacted by a nuclear explosion that was billions of times stronger. Even their 

worldviews were instantly overturned, and they began to doubt life! 

The Pangu Banner, which was ranked number one among Saint Kings, was actually split in half??? 

It felt like the Pangu Banner was made of paper, without any resistance at all! 

This was simply inconceivable! 

However, this was only the beginning! 

After the Pan Saint’s Dao Devouring Axe’s attack, it had consumed less than 30% of its power and 

continued to crush down! 

Boom! 

In the next moment, the Three Treasures Jade Ruyi directly shattered! This was about 10% of the power 

of the Dao Devouring Axe! 

“Swoosh!” 

Following that, the auspicious clouds in the sky dissipated! This once again negated 10% of the power of 

the Pan Saint’s Dao-devouring Axe! 

“Bang!” 

Then, the Heaven and Earth Black Yellow Exquisite Pagoda shattered! This time, it had offset 20% of the 

power of the Pan Saint’s Dao Devouring Axe! 



 

The Taiji Diagram shook violently. As a pinnacle saint weapon with the strongest defense, it did not 

shatter. Instead, it was sent flying. At the same time, it consumed 30% of the power of the Pan Saint Dao 

Devouring Axe! 

At this point! 

The Pan Saint’s Dao Devouring Axe had less than 10% of its power left! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi was still wearing the peak True Sage Eight Trigrams Purple Ribbon-like Robe! 

“Senior Brother! Senior Brother, help me!” 

At this moment, Primordial Heaven Supreme was shocked and afraid. He was almost scared to the point 

of peeing his pants. 

Although the power of the Pan Saint Dao Devouring Axe was less than ten percent, the deterrence, 

shock, and impact had already defeated the state of mind of Heavenly Lord Yuanshi. 

Even though he was wearing the Eight Trigrams Purple Ribboned RoRobe, his physique was strong, and 

his Saint Qi protected him, he still couldn’t feel at ease. 

“Junior Brother, don’t panic! The axe has been exhausted, let’s resist together, we can hold it!” 

Grand Supreme Elder rushed over and also pushed his Saint Origin Power to its strongest state. He 

joined forces with Heavenly Lord Yuanshi to resist the Pan Saint Dao Devouring Axe with all his might. 

This scene was really a little ironic! 

Just a moment ago, Primordial Heavenly Venerate thought that he had a chance of winning, and 

Taishang Laojun was worried that he might kill Chen Xiaobei. 

At this moment, even though the two of them had used all their strength to resist the Pan Saint’s Dao-

Devouring Axe, which only had less than ten percent of its power left, they still felt uncertain. They had 

no confidence at all. 

“Bang! Bang!” 

Sure enough, their Protective Saint Qi was directly shattered! 

“Bang!” 

Immediately after, the Pan Saint Dao Devouring Axe slashed at Primordial Heaven Supreme’s chest! 

At this moment, the remaining power of the Pan Saint Dao Devouring Axe was very weak. It couldn’t cut 

through the Eight Trigrams Purple Silk Cloak! 

However, Primordial Heaven Supreme was still sent flying. Blood spurted out and he fell to the ground 

with serious injuries! 

“Junior Brother!” 

Grand Supreme Elder hurriedly flew over and helped Primordial Heaven Supreme up. 

“UghSo strong… So scaryChen XiaobeiHow did Chen Xiaobei get his hands on such a battle axe?” 



 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi spat out blood as he let out an incredulous cry. 

“I don’t know eitherThis battle axe was too terrifyingWe’ve really lost miserably” 

The Grand Supreme Elder supported the Heavenly Venerate of the Origin with a gloomy and terrified 

expression. He had already admitted defeat. 

Swoosh swoosh swoosh swoosh… Swoosh swoosh swoosh swoosh” 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei gathered all the pieces of the Sacred Weapon. 

Although the saint artifact had been shattered, the value of these fragments was still extremely high! 

Especially since the fragment of the Pangu Banner resonated with the Pan Saint’s Dao-Devouring Axe. If 

nothing unexpected happened, it would be able to refine the fragment of the Pangu Axe! 

By the way, Chen Xiaobei had also destroyed many Sacred Artifacts back in the Ning Clan Sacred City. 

However, he had been in a hurry to retreat and missed the fragments! 

Now that Chen Xiaobei was certain of victory, he could take his time! 

“Do you two want to live?” 

Chen Xiaobei held the Pan Sheng Dao Devouring Axe and flew over slowly. 

In fact, there was no energy left in the Pan Saint’s Dao Devouring Axe, so it could not be activated again. 

However, only Chen Xiaobei knew about this secret. 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi looked desperate and spat out blood. He did not dare to challenge Chen 

Xiaobei.”You want to live? He wanted to live! We want to live!” 

It was obvious that the more important a person was, the more they were afraid of death! 

After all, he could not bear to lose everything he had now! 

“I… I don’t want to die either” 

Grand Supreme Elder would not resist even more. He was famous for being the number one person in 

the Three Realms who was afraid of death, so he naturally immediately admitted defeat. 

“Good!” 

Chen Xiaobei took out the Celestial Sunlight Box and activated it for a minute. The Underworld Mark was 

refreshed. 

“Swoosh!” 

The blood spring gushed out again and entered Primordial Heaven Supreme’s body first! 

“You… What are you doing” 

After all, Primordial Heaven Supreme was not an ordinary person. He quickly exclaimed,”My origin soul! 

You… You controlled my primordial spirit?” 



 

“That’s right! From now on, I can destroy your primordial spirit with a single thought!”Chen Xiaobei said 

calmly. 

Hearing this, Heavenly Lord Yuanshi was in complete despair. He never dreamed that he would end up 

in such a state! He really regretted it! If he had known this would happen, he would never have gone 

against Chen Xiaobei! 

“Don’tDon’t control my primordial spiritI’ll give you the Taiji Diagram! I’ll give you everything you want” 

Grand Supreme Elderly Lord had an incomparably terrified expression. His acting skills were amazing! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 4039: victory in the bag! 

Taishang Laojun had been on good terms with Chen Xiaobei. He wanted to hand over the Grand Wizard 

Tian Wu and his body to Chen Xiaobei. 

However, at this moment, the Grand Supreme elderly Lord had deliberately mentioned the Taiji 

diagram. 

In other words, other than the Grand Wizard Tian Wu and his body, he also wanted to give Chen Xiaobei 

the Taiji diagram. 

To Chen Xiaobei, this was a pleasant surprise. 

Even the powerful Pangu flag had been cut in half by the Saint devouring Dao axe. 

However, the Tai Chi diagram was only sent flying. It did not shatter. 

It wasn’t an overstatement to say that apart from unreasonable existences like the Saint devouring Dao 

axe, no one below the Saint King realm could break through the defense of the Taiji diagram! 

Chen Xiaobei’s possession of the Taiji diagram was like a life-saving charm. 

It was definitely wonderful! 

” I don’t want to negotiate with you. Give me the Tai Chi diagram first, then give me the Grand Wizard 

Qiang Liang and his body! ” 

Chen Xiaobei took out the sunlight cache and continued to refresh the special ability of the underworld 

mark. 

Obviously, he had to put on a good show. 

Since he had used the blood spring to control heavenly Lord Yuanshi, he would also use the blood spring 

to control Taishang Laojun. Only in this way could he completely clear Taishang Laojun of suspicion. 

“Okay, okay … As long as you don’t kill me, I’ll give you anything …” He said. 

Taishang Laojun did not hesitate. He immediately recalled the Tai Chi diagram that had been sent flying. 

After removing the spiritual connection, he handed it over to Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei was too embarrassed to accept the Tai Chi diagram because it was too precious. 
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But now, in front of the heavenly Lord Yuanshi, Chen Xiaobei could not refuse, so he took the Taiji 

diagram. 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Then, the Grand Supreme elderly Lord released the Grand Wizard Qiang Liang and terminated the 

primordial spirit contract. 

He also took out the body of the Grand Wizard qiangliang and handed it to Chen Xiaobei. 

Without hesitation, Chen Xiaobei kept the body and the body of the Grand Wizard qiangliang into the 

Meru space. 

With that, Chen Xiaobei had saved all the reincarnated ancestors of sorcery, and at the same time, he 

had gathered the twelve bodies of the ancestors of sorcery that he needed to prove his Dao. 

“Very good!” 

Chen Xiaobei grinned and prepared to activate the underworld mark. 

Next, as long as he finished his act, he would be able to escape smoothly. 

“Whoosh …” 

This was all an act for the heavenly Lord of the origin to believe that Chen Xiaobei and Taishang Laojun 

were enemies. 

“Woof!” 

However, a terrifying nine-colored Saint Qi suddenly burst out in the distance! 

From a distance, this Saint Qi was only a tiny dot, which meant that they were still very far away. 

However, the speed of the nine-colored Saint origin was unbelievably fast. 

It was originally a tiny dot, but it instantly grew to the size of a nine-colored true dragon. 

“Whoosh …” 

In an instant, the nine-colored true dragon directly scattered the Hellfire blood spring. 

The nine-colored vital essence had actually protected the Grand Supreme elderly Lord! 

Not good! 

Chen Xiaobei and Taishang Laojun’s hearts skipped a beat when they saw this. 

Chen Xiaobei was not sure, but the ability to instantly wipe out the Hellfire blood spring was enough to 

guess the identity of this person! 

“Master! It’s master! Hahaha … Chen Xiaobei! You little bastard! It was Time to Die! We’ve arrived!” 

The heavenly Lord of the origin was overjoyed and cheered excitedly. 

That’s right! 



 

It was Hongjun! 

Hongjun had already reached the Saint King realm and had the ability to break the void! 

However, in this macro world created by Pangu, the law of space was at a higher level than Hongjun’s 

cultivation. Therefore, Hongjun couldn’t step into the void! 

In fact, the level of the spatial law in this world was even higher than that of the heavenly Dao. As a 

result, the heavenly Dao could not freely put food into this world, nor could it take it out at will! 

Of course, it was also because this world had many restrictions on the heavenly Dao that the heavenly 

Dao had spent trillions of years of energy to give birth to a brand new world in the embryo membrane of 

heaven and earth! 

But then again, even if he couldn’t shatter the void, Hongjun’s speed was still many times faster than 

that of an ordinary true sage! 

“Woof! 

In an instant, two figures appeared on the battlefield and protected heavenly Lord Yuanshi and Taishang 

Laojun. 

One of them was Hongjun! 

His entire person was like an ancient universe, giving off an awe-inspiring aura. Just by standing there, 

he made everyone feel small and even want to worship him! 

The other person was the mastermind who incited Hongjun to come, Xia Yilian! 

“M-master, you’ve come at the right time …” 

The Grand Supreme elderly Lord swallowed his saliva, and his mood suddenly fell into an extremely 

complicated entanglement. 

Although Hongjun had defeated the Hellfire blood spring, Taishang Laojun was not happy at all. 

No matter how powerful the Saint devouring Dao axe was, it was impossible for Chen Xiaobei to fight 

someone who was a realm higher than him. With Hongjun here, Chen Xiaobei had no chance of winning. 

Taishang Laojun’s plan was to keep himself alive regardless of Chen Xiaobei’s victory or defeat. 

However, Taishang Laojun did not want Chen Xiaobei to die. 

That was because the Grand Supreme elderly Lord knew that even though he was alive, he had no 

freedom at all. To put it bluntly, he was a pig raised by the heavenly Dao. 

That was why Taishang Laojun yearned for freedom and hoped that Chen Xiaobei would be the winner. 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei could not defeat Hongjun! 

Therefore, the Grand Supreme elderly Lord was anxious from the bottom of his heart, but also full of 

helpless despair! 



 

At the end of the day, Taishang Laojun did not have the power to change the situation. Whether he won 

or lost, whether he lived or died, it all depended on Chen Xiaobei. 

“Chen Xiaobei! I really didn’t expect you to actually appear here!” 

Hongjun’s eyes were fixed on Chen Xiaobei. 

“Old man Hongjun! You … Why are you here …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes fell on Xia Yilian. 

Chen Xiaobei’s plan would not have attracted Hongjun’s attention. Even if Hongjun did not answer, Chen 

Xiaobei could guess that it was Xia Yilian’s doing. 

This woman, she’s never changed! 

Who would dare to believe her? they wouldn’t even know when they were betrayed by her! 

“Chen Xiaobei! Now that things have come to this, you still don’t intend to kneel and accept your 

death?” 

Hongjun looked down at Chen Xiaobei from the sky, his eyes full of interest. 

Obviously, Hongjun thought that victory was already in his hands. He did not even need to rush to kill 

Chen Xiaobei. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 4040: Hongjun was furious! 

Hongjun had the absolute advantage in defense, fighting power, speed, supernatural ability, and magic 

weapons. 

Under such circumstances, there was no way Chen Xiaobei could escape from Hongjun’s Five Finger 

Mountain. 

At this moment, Hongjun was not the only one with this idea. Heavenly Lord Yuanshi also had the same 

idea. 

“Chen Xiaobei! Aren’t you very arrogant? Aren’t you very smart? Aren’t you very arrogant? Now that my 

master is here, what else do you have to say?” 

The heavenly Lord of the origin bared his teeth and shouted, ” “Today, even if you grow wings, you 

won’t be able to escape! Why aren’t you kneeling down and begging for my master’s mercy? Otherwise, 

my master can make you wish you were dead with a single thought!” 

As soon as these words were said, the Grand Supreme elderly Lord’s face turned gloomy, and he didn’t 

know what to say. 

Apparently, Taishang Laojun shared the same opinion as the heavenly Lord Yuanshi. There was no way 

Chen Xiaobei could escape. 

If Chen Xiaobei was really dead, then all their efforts and all their hopes would be for naught. 
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“Chen Xiaobei! Why aren’t you kneeling down and begging for mercy? do you really want to die?” 

At the same time, Xia Yilian’s expression was also very complicated as she urgently shouted. 

Obviously, Xia Yilian did not want Chen Xiaobei to die. 

However, this was not for Chen Xiaobei. She was still thinking about the Hong Meng immortal Qi. If Chen 

Xiaobei were to die, she would lose another opportunity. 

“Ha.” 

Chen Xiaobei was not affected by the crowd. 

Even though he could not say that he had the entire situation under his control, at least for now, Chen 

Xiaobei had complete control over his own life and death. 

” you’re right. I’m not old man Hongjun’s match! ” 

” of course! ” Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, ” but it’s not difficult for me to leave! Old man Hongjun will 

never be able to stop me!” 

“What?” 

As soon as he said that, everyone at the scene revealed a look of disbelief. 

” how … How is this possible?! ” The Grand Supreme elderly Lord’s eyes were wide open, he could not 

believe his ears. 

“Chen Xiaobei! You must be dreaming!” 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi gritted his teeth and spat out blood.”Those below Saint King can’t escape from 

my master! That’s absolutely impossible!” 

“Heh, what if I really run away?” Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and asked. 

“That’s impossible!” 

The heavenly Lord Yuanshi said firmly, ” “If you can escape, I’ll cut my head off and let you kick it like a 

ball!” 

” hehe! ” Chen Xiaobei laughed. ” you must have forgotten that your dog life is in my hands! ” 

” you … ” heavenly Lord Yuanshi did not dare to argue with Chen Xiaobei anymore. He turned to 

Hongjun and begged, ” “Master, save me! Chen Xiaobei has cast the Hellfire on me, my primordial spirit 

… Uh …” 

“Pfft …” 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi spat out another mouthful of blood before he could finish his sentence. His eyes 

rolled back and he fell down like a dead fish. 

The next moment, heavenly Lord Yuanshi stopped breathing and his primordial spirit collapsed. There 

was no energy fluctuation on his body. 



 

“Idiot! Do you really think that I won’t dare to kill you just because Hongjun is here?” 

Chen Xiaobei stood where he was, looking at the body of the heavenly Lord Yuanshi with disdain. 

Obviously, the heavenly Lord Yuanshi’s attitude had made Chen Xiaobei very unhappy. 

Chen Xiaobei had no intention of letting him go. He activated the blood fountain and destroyed his 

primordial spirit. 

In an instant, the winner of the last immeasurable catastrophe, the heavenly Lord Yuanshi, who ruled 

the heavens and realms on behalf of the way of heaven, had completely lost his life! 

The destruction of his primordial spirit meant that he could not be reborn or even reincarnated! 

He had completely disappeared from the three worlds and six paths! 

” dead … Senior brother primordial origin is dead!? ” 

Xia Yilian’s pupils shrank, and she immediately screamed. 

” he’s … Dead!? ” 

Taishang Laojun gasped, cold sweat pouring out. 

There was no doubt that in the hearts of Xia Yilian and the Grand Supreme elderly Lord, the heavenly 

Lord Yuanshi had always been an undefeatable super existence. 

They had never dreamed that the heavenly Lord Yuanshi would die. 

Moreover, the cause of the heavenly Lord Yuanshi’s death was because Chen Xiaobei was in a bad mood 

and killed him with a single thought. 

This was simply sensational and completely subverted his three views. 

“Thief! How dare you kill Yuan Shi!” 

Of course, the most shocked person was Hongjun. 

The old man thought that he would win for sure. He thought that he could make Chen Xiaobei beg for 

mercy. 

Not only was Chen Xiaobei not afraid of him, but he had also killed the heavenly Lord Yuanshi right in 

front of him. 

This attack was not a slap to his face, but a stomp to his face. 

He didn’t even treat Hongjun as a human being! 

“I’ve already killed you, what can you do to me?” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged nonchalantly. 

It was as if he had just killed an insignificant ant rather than the high and mighty heavenly Lord Yuanshi. 

” do you think I! Hongjun! don’t exist! ” 



 

Hongjun was extremely furious. He had never been so angry in his life. 

Chen Xiaobei had killed the heavenly Lord Yuanshi in front of him, and now he was asking him what he 

could do to him? 

He was simply arrogant to the extreme! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

In an instant, the nine-colored holy light on Hongjun’s body exploded. It was as if the universe had 

descended from the sky. The nine-colored light covered all the worlds and the entire ancient desolate 

land trembled violently. 

The earth shattered, the sky turned chaotic, time twisted, and space cracked! 

This horrifying scene was like the end of the world, as if it could destroy everything in the world in an 

instant! 

“M-master! Please calm down …” 

Taishang Laojun’s face turned green. He had never seen Hongjun so angry in his life. He had never seen 

Hongjun use his full strength. 

That’s right! 

The Furious Hongjun had used up all his Saint Qi. He was going to kill Chen Xiaobei with his most 

powerful attack! 

He would not give Chen Xiaobei any chance to live! 

” he’s dead … Chen Xiaobei is dead … ” 

Seeing this, Xia Yilian’s face turned pale. She hurriedly hid behind Hongjun. At the same time, her eyes 

were full of disappointment. 

In her eyes, Chen Xiaobei was already a dead man, and the Hong Meng immortal Qi that she wanted 

would probably be destroyed along with Chen Xiaobei. 

“Master! You don’t need to do your best! With this attack, the entire ancient Barrens land will be 

crushed into dust … All the living beings here will die in vain!” The Grand Supreme elderly Lord was very 

clear about the seriousness of the matter. 

“Cut the crap!” 

However, Hongjun was not moved at all. He shouted coldly and angrily, ” “Heavenly law’s decree, the 

fourth measureless cataclysm, kill Chen Xiaobei at all costs! A mere ancient desolate land, a mere ant, so 

what if I wipe them out?” 

” swish! Swish! ” 

As soon as he finished his words, Hongjun’s Saint origin power turned into a nine-colored rainbow! 



 

It was as if divine lightning had split the heavens and earth as it came crashing down on Chen Xiaobei’s 

head! 


